Bone Surgery, Tissue and Function Repairs
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Abstract

Bone surgery continues to improve. A lot of new ideas and techniques are success in the clinical trials. This editorial highlights some new trends in the future.
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Introduction

Bone fracture and pain symptoms are often met in most people [1-8]. In addition, many other bone materials and technology draw attention of healthcare study [3-6]. New therapeutic ideology and technical capability are proposed to improve bone disease treatment.

More recently, new biomedical problems are emerged in bone surgery. In this editorial, we will discuss bone surgery for tissue repair, materials and techniques.

Major function

Bone surgery varies greatly in protocol, materials and techniques. In search for new solutions for bone surgery, cutting-edge technology utility is the main choice [9-14].

Tissue repair

The major bone surgery is to repair, fixing and replace the injured bones. These therapeutic protocols and options vary greatly. We do not intend to repeat it here.

Material discovery

In two decade ago, bone replacement is difficult to perform due to technical limitation. Entering into this millennium, more materials are introduced. In the future, cheaper, functional and biological materials can be widely used.

Techniques

Growing number of techniques are invented, such as 3-D printer, artificial intelligence [11-13]. We shall adhere with these kinds of medical merge of both technology and disciplines as a future trend. Given with this new trend, we may achieve something new in bone anatomy and surgery [15,16].

Discussion

Bone surgery has a lot of different options. Novelty will be sought from different medical approaches. Excellence tissue and functional repairs will be future trends.

Conclusion

In summary, bone surgery study and application will enter into new era with biomedical knowledge enrichments and modern techniques. In order to do so, integration is the key.
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